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This project presents four
creative routes for rediscovering
the city of Girona. The four
artists behind them encompass
a wide range of different
perspectives, subjects, art works
and personalities. In keeping
with their individual approaches,
they each focus their attention
on different spaces in the city
and leave their own indelible
mark on the routes.
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Manel Bayo takes a subtle
look at the city’s appearance,
its embellished decadence
and the spaces we identify
with and those we don’t. The
members of Bussoga map out
Girona in ironic, playful style
to identify the key points you’d
expect to find there. Critical,
groundbreaking Pau Faus sets
out to show tourists that the city
has its own social issues as well

as historical sights. Mar Serinyà
steers close to mysticism as she
rethinks beauty and ways of
looking at rivers, which are close
to the heart of this city. And,
finally, David Ymbernon invites
us into his inimitable world as he
reveals his previously unknown
past in Girona.
A wide range of different styles,
materials and intentions, fresh
insights and new filters to
explore places that radically alter
depending on who is looking
at them and how. The urban
environment we use and walk on
is all too easily passed by. But by
discovering particular aspects
and noticing details we didn’t
relate to at first glance, we can
expand our field of vision and
appreciate what we miss as we
go about our everyday business.
We would do well to follow
Jean-Christophe Bailly’s advice

Manel Bayo
Salt, 1966

http://manelbayo.com/

for us all to be “witnesses, about
to reveal the secret we don’t
yet know”. We all know what
our city and the space we pass
through are like, but we’re still
reluctant to see what’s hidden
there. Perhaps because they’re so
commonplace, the good and the
bad are kept away like a secret
that can’t be told, hidden in
the unconscious, waiting to be
revealed. Yet it’s right in front
of us, blown up and exaggerated
here by four artists; you only
have to look, in the broadest
widest of the world—take a
good hard look to squeeze out its
hidden message.
By directly addressing the urban
space and its inhabitants, artists
can set up a return dialogue in
which the rules are gradually
laid out as the conversation

develops. In the words of Lyotard,
“the artist and the writer are
working without rules in order to
formulate the rules of what will
have been done”. Artists hope
to provoke a reaction from the
audience and do so by showing
them what they can’t see, what
they don’t know, what slips
through the standard rules to
create new ones. They activate
spectators’ insight to make them
a key part, a second player. Once
spectators take part in the game,
they form part of the game, as
Gadamer says in The Relevance
of the Beautiful. They therefore
need to play an active role to give
meaning to the pieces as a whole,
particularly for the works in this
exhibition, since the routes and
insights into the city have been
designed to be carried out, used
and questioned.

Force of Flowers

Several places in the city mutate
and transform under Manel
Bayo’s gaze. They alter their
appearance, sound and character
while essentially remaining
unchanged.
Certain buildings in Girona
digitally metamorphosise at
a stroke and become hard or
impossible to identify. For a
few seconds we can take in the
life around each building, the
passing vehicles, the hustle
and bustle of the street and the

passersby—and appreciate how
they all envelop the building in
their sense of the everyday. His
fixation with architecture and
everything it entails is similar to
photographers Eugène Atget and
Berenice Abbott’s fascination
with urban environments:
captivated by buildings’ textures
and forms, they stress and reveal
the everyday, the character
of a city lived in and used by
inhabitants whose inertia blinds
them to what is all around them.
Suddenly, music and colours take

over this reality and modify it
by infusing it with sound and
textures to become intriguing,
strange, colouristic, bright
constructions in contrast to the
dark existence of these places
and the people who live there.

and religious plurality means
abandoning or conquering new
settings, which then shapes
the city’s physiognomy and
highlights the difference between
the city centre and the outlying
neighbourhoods.

The results revealed by the
artist spark discussion and
debate on these spaces and
their uses: how their function
or inhabitants change over the
course of different processes of
coexistence. Cultural, economic

“You can live without thinking”,
as the main character in Julio
Cortázar’s short story House
Taken Over says; we can choose
to look the other way or not.

Urban Ceramic Murals

Bussoga
Sant Jordi Desvalls, 2010

http://www.bussoga.com/

Mapping the streets of Girona
with icons identifying what
we can find there. There’s no
longer any need to take a map
or use your mobile phone to
find your way around—you can
simply look at the walls. Much
like a Google Maps pin, six city
locations are indicated by a
ceramic mural with tiles showing
the sights of interest to tourists:
the river, shows, the art centre,
parks and gardens or places to
have lunch or take a rest.

But they’re not designed just for
visitors. The city’s streets also
belong to its inhabitants and
we ought to make use of them
and enjoy them as our own.
Decorating its walls as if they
were our walls at home is a way
of bringing us closer to the city,
getting more in touch with it
and feeling its pulse. By using
quintessentially household items
such as tiles, we domesticate the
city.

Mar Serinyà
Torroella de Montgrí, 1986

http://www.marserinya.com/

Play came before culture, as
Huizinga says in Homo Ludens;
it is intrinsic to us in general
and to the members of Bussoga
in particular. Their playful—
even naughty—designs awaken
our deepest curiosity. After all,
culture is just nothing more than
a game that’s turned serious.
The same thing often happens
with art: we’ve made it serious,
constrained, with no room for
fun. So let’s play, let’s go and

discover where the murals are,
what they say, what designs they
feature and how many there
are. Let’s leave formalisms and
conventions behind and take up
the challenge of becoming a little
less serious. If culture is a game,
let’s live like we play. The artists
have set out the rules and, as in
any game (and also in art), it only
remains for us to decide whether
or not we want to take part and
how far we want to go.

Sketching with
the River

Mar Serinyà’s works show a
particular interest in discovering
and experimenting with what
links the body, sketched lines
and the environment. Her whole
body in involved in sketching
something out and, much as in a
hypnotic dance, one movement
follows another throughout the
process. It’s like a catatonic state
in which the mind is still and lets
the body act freely, unshackling
itself from what the mind tells it.
She played with water from the
Girona rivers to see how her
body would mould currents
where mysticism and ethereal
landscapes have a powerful
presence. It’s impossible not

to think of the atmospheres of
Brassaï’s photographs of the
nighttime city: the mist, the river
and nature sketch out a city that
appears to be asleep, unaware of
the hustle and bustle of the day.
In this case, we can’t see the city,
even though we’re in it, just as
in these images we seem to be
contemplating a faraway place
outside our nearest surroundings.
Following her instructions,
photographer Sergi Gómez
captures the exact moment
when the line is traced out, the
precise instant that produces
what the artist is looking for.
“Of all the means of expression,
photography is the only one

that fixes forever the precise
and transitory instant. We
photographers deal in things
which are continually vanishing,
and when they have vanished
there is no contrivance on
earth which can make them
come back again,” wrote Henri
Cartier-Bresson in The Decisive
Moment. Each photograph is a
large drawing in which the water
creates ephemeral lines that
last less than an instant. Lines
formed by the will of Serinyà’s
body and chance in nature.
As she herself says, it’s about
“understanding the present
moment, when the body and
nature happen to harmonise for
an instant”.

Man facing nature, as in
Friedrich’s landscapes, in the
sense of giving an emotional
response to reality, in the
importance of the ephemeral
moment sketched out by water
or the mist that manages to
take over the air, but never the
light, life and optimism that Mar
Serinyà shows as she traces the
river in the same way she would
in her studio. Her whole body
is involved in the action, letting
herself go, giving it her all to
get across the idea of vitality,
movement and thought about the
space in which she moves.

David Ymbernon
Igualada, 1972

Blanc’s (Siset’s grandfather’s)
Pumpkin Tractor

http://www.davidymbernon.com/

David Ymbernon takes us
through the city of Girona to
reveal the link between past
and present. He takes four old
photographs and comes up with
a story that blurs the notions
of fact and fiction and gives
way to the poetry and beauty
of memories. Naturally, he
plays with chance and chooses
atmospheric old images of Girona
that get across a special sense
that sets off the whole story to
show us his world and the world
of Siset’s grandfather, which was
also our own world until not very
long ago.
Ymbernon is always playing,
always finding things in his
work that takes you back to
your childhood, innocence and
discovery. “All games are a set
of rules. What gives the rule
meaning is the desire to play,” as
Roger Caillois says in Man, Play
and Games. He lays down the
rules and sets out how it works,
and the audience has no choice
but to accept and go ahead,

enticed by icons we hold dear
that take us back to the happiest
of times when the world was yet
to be drawn. His imagination and
the stories and children’s toys he
carries in his heart bring out each
spectator’s inner child as they go
back to the city’s past as well as
their own.
In his story he talks about his
grandmother and Grandfather
Blanc’s ability to fly, how they
can leave where they come from
and dream with their eyes wide
open, seeing and experiencing
life without losing whatever it
is that makes a child a child.
Because, as Edgar Allan Poe
wrote, “Those who dream by day
are cognisant of many things
which escape those who dream
only by night.” By leaving behind
adult thoughts and going back to
reality (a child’s thought is more
real than our own, or at least
less conditioned, cleaner), we
can explore the city and imagine
there are many more stories
like the one about Grandfather

ACTIVITIES

Guided tours

Blanc—you just need to fly off
and find them.
Poetry is the backbone to this
story—words, sounds and
everyday objects that transport

us to the world David Ymbernon
has created for this occasion. A
space with all the things that
come naturally to him as an
artist: the colour orange, toys,
visual poetry, the weight and

Hotels

App

There can be a very fruitful
interaction between the
city, its inhabitants, tourism
and contemporary art. In
collaboration with the Associació
d’Hostaleria de Girona i Radial,
five hotels in the city are
exhibiting work by an artist, as
shown on the map.

The routes can all be followed
using the Filtres Appart app
for iOS and Android, including
different files for each piece
and a whole host of additional
information to complement the
routes.

Saturday 10 May at 7 pm
Bòlit_LaRambla, Sala Fidel Aguilar
Sol Riera – Bòlit_LaRambla, Sala Fidel Aguilar, and Mar Serinyà
– Hotel Urh
Friday 30 May at 7 pm
Bòlit_LaRambla, Sala Fidel Aguilar
Manel Bayo – Hotel Nord 1901 and David Ymbernon – Hotel
Peninsular
Friday 13 June at 7 pm
Bòlit_LaRambla, Sala Fidel Aguilar
Bussoga – Hotel Ultònia

All activities are free. More information and registration: www.bolit.cat
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25 Viaducte del tren, pont,
passeig José Canalejas
26 Cinema Truffaut
27 Mercat del Lleó
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29 Hotel Ultonia
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